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A Sustaining Legacy of Working for Justice: 

U.S. Catholic Sisters Against Human Trafficking Receives Legacy Gift from  

Our Lady of Victory Missionary Sisters 

 

ST. LOUIS: U.S. Catholic Sisters Against Human Trafficking (USCSAHT) is honored and 

grateful to receive a very generous legacy gift from Our Lady of Victory Missionary (OLVM) 

Sisters, also known as the Victory Noll Sisters. This legacy gift will sustain the ongoing work of 

USCSAHT and honor the long history of the OLVM Sisters work accompanying those on the 

margins who are impacted by oppression. For the past 100 years, the OLVM Sisters have been 

living their mission and charism of presence, advocacy for justice, faith formation, and 

leadership formation with persons who live in poverty and oppression, who are on the edges of 

the human family. Since their founding, they have been focused on living in the communities 

they accompanied and meeting people where they were, responding to the needs as they arose 

organically through trusted relationships. Their goal has been to go where there is the greatest 

need and empower others to become leaders in their community, using their voice and talents for 

good. Now, they are living into the next phase of their life as they are no longer accepting new 

vocations and caring for the 32 sisters remaining in the congregation.  

 Part of living into this next phase of life for the congregation includes sharing their 

resources with other mission aligned organizations through the distribution of legacy gifts. When 

it became apparent to the leadership team that the congregation had more resources than it 

currently needed, they asked the congregation at one of their assemblies: “Where do you want to 

make an impact? Where can we contribute our resources to places that are in alignment with our 

mission and charism?” Some of the key areas of impact identified were: supporting immigrants 

and refugees, working with women and children – particularly victims of exploitation, leadership 

formation of women, empowering Hispanic/Latino communities for leadership in the Church and 

beyond, addressing the climate crisis, and investing in community development of impoverished 

communities. While there are not many OLVM sisters who are able to engage in this kind of 

direct work these days, their legacy gifts are a way the congregation continues to live its mission 

in partnership with others.  
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Sr. Mary Jo Nelson, current OLVM President, shared that the mission and vision of 

USCSAHT to realize a world without trafficking and exploitation align well with the 

congregation’s focus on justice for women and children, promoting ongoing education, and 

supporting the work of the sisters in the U.S. who are also connected to a global network of 

sisters committed to this same mission and vision. The fact that our ministry has both a local and 

global impact makes it extra significant. The OLVM Sisters have been long time members of 

USCSAHT, and with this legacy gift have solidified their support as legacy members in 

perpetuity, witnessing to their lasting legacy of accompaniment, education, empowerment, and 

transformation of society. USCSAHT is honored to be entrusted with this gift and legacy of the 

OLVM Sisters which will help sustain our ongoing work into the future. With this gift we can 

continue and expand our work to educate about human trafficking prevention and identification; 

advocate for stronger laws to prevent human trafficking, hold those responsible accountable, and 

support survivors; and provide direct support to survivors on their healing journeys.  

The OLVM Sisters are the second congregation to make a legacy gift to USCSAHT as 

they near fulfillment. The first congregation was the Sisters of the Holy Family which you can 

read more about on our blog. If you or your congregation are interested in establishing your 

legacy as a champion of human rights in the work to end human trafficking and would like more 

information about how to make a legacy gift to USCSAHT please contact 

Info@SistersAgainstTrafficking.org or call 267-332-7768.  
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